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ABSTRACT

Graphene is a promising electrode material for supercapacitors (SCs) due to its large specific surface area,
high electrical conductivity, and chemical and mechanical stability. It is a single-atom thick substrate that
may be used for the growth of functional nanomaterials and can have synergistic effects with other mate-
rials to greatly improve the specific capacitance of SCs. Recently, numerous studies have been carried out
with graphene-based composites as SC electrodes. In this article, we will first review briefly the parameters
and factors that affect the performance of SCs, and then discuss various types of graphene-based com-
posite materials for SC electrodes, including graphene–conducting polymer composites, graphene–transition
metal oxides/hydroxides/sulfide composites, graphene–heteroatoms composites, graphene–other carbona-
ceous nanomaterial composites, and graphene-based ternary composites. Lastly, the perspective of the critical
issues for high performance SCs based on graphene composites will be discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Supercapacitors (SCs) are one of the alternative energy
storage devices being proposed to power the future, due
to their high power performance, long cycle life and low
maintenance costs. However, because the energy densities
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Received: 7 October 2014
Accepted: 1 November 2014

of SCs is much lower than batteries, their applications are
limited.1 Energy density is the ability to store energy and
it determines how long the SCs can act as a power source.
The energy storage capability of the SCs is represented by
the equation below,2

E = 1

2
CV 2 (1)

where C represents the capacitance and V is the cell volt-
age. According to the equation, the energy density of SCs
can be enhanced by either increasing the device capac-
itance with novel electrode materials or broadening the
cell voltage. Usually, the cell voltage can be increased
by two ways: (a) using ionic liquids or organic elec-
trolytes because of their wider potential windows than
aqueous electrolytes;3�4 (b) taking advantage of asymmet-
ric SCs, which integrate the different potential windows
of the positive electrode and negative electrode to increase
the operation voltage.5–9 Meanwhile, the device capaci-
tance can be increased by various methods: (a) develop-
ing materials with a large accessible surface area, such as
hierarchical nanostructured or nanoporous materials;10�11

(b) improving the wetting of electrodes by electrolytes;12�13

(c) enhancing mass transport;14 (d) high mass loading
and effective utilization of active materials (Fig. 1).14�15
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That is, the performance of SCs depends strongly on
the properties of electrode materials and their relative
configurations.

There are two energy storage mechanisms utilized in
SCs such that the SCs are classified into two types by
their electrode materials,1�16�17 electric double layer capac-
itors (EDLCs) and pseudo-capacitors (PCs). EDLCs store
energy via ion adsorption/desorption on the electrode sur-
face, exhibit an excellent cycle life and power density
but are hampered by limited adsorption capacity which
impacts energy density.14 Carbon materials with a large
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specific surface area and excellent electrical conductivity,
such as active carbon (AC), carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
and graphene, have been used for EDLCs. In contrast,
PCs store energy via fast reversible surface redox reac-
tions. Typical pseudo-capacitive materials include transi-
tion metal oxides/hydroxides and conducting polymers.
They hold a much higher energy density but unsatisfactory
cycle stability and rate capability, so power density is in
general low (Fig. 2, Table I).14

Power density represents how fast energy can be
discharged or charged, which is another important
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Fig. 1. Parameters and factors that affect the performance of SCs.

parameter of SCs. It can be represented by the equation
below,2

P = V 2

4ESR
(2)

where V is the operation voltage and ESR is the equiva-
lent series resistance. Therefore, another effective way to
improve power density is to reduce the resistance of the
electrode. This may be realized by developing electrode

Electrode materials of SCs

Pseudo-capacitors (PCs) Electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs)

Transition metal oxides,
hydroxides
and sulfide

Conducting
polymers

Carbon materials

Polyaniline (PANI) Polypyrrole (PPY) Polythiophene
(PTH), etc.

MnO2,Mn3O4,
MnOOH

NiO, Ni(OH)2

NiS
Co3O4,Co(OH)2

CoS

Activated
carbon
(AC)

Carbon
nanotubes
(CNTs)

Graphene
(Ge)

Fig. 2. Main electrode materials of SCs.

materials with a short diffusion distance, rich electron
transport pathways, and high electronic conductivity.18�19

A major challenge is to improve energy densities of
SCs while simultaneously to retain their high power densi-
ties and cycle stability.1�20�21 Of course, other parameters,
such as low cost, flexibility, light weight and environmen-
tal friendliness, are also important for SCs.
Graphene is a two dimensional single layer of sp2

hybridized carbon atoms with a hexagonal structure. It has
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Table I. Summary and comparison of SCs electrode materials.

SCs electrode materials Advantages Disadvantages

Electrical double layer capacitors (EDLCs)
AC, CNTs, etc.

Large specific surface area;
High power density.

Weak interfacial bonding; Low capacitance;
Lower energy densities.

Graphene Large theoretical surface area;
Good electronic conductivity;
High stability;
High power density.

Aggregation or re-stacking of graphene nanosheets;
Lower energy densities

Pseudo-Capacitors (PCs)
Transition metal oxides/hydroxides

High specific capacitances;
High energy density.

Low operating voltage; high costs;
Poor electrical conductivity;
Inefficient mass transport;
Poor rate capability; slow faradic redox kinetics;
Mechanical deformation in the redox process, poor;
Life-cycle stability; Low power density.

Conducting polymers High specific capacitances;
High energy density.

Poor electrical conductivity;
Poor rate performance;
Mechanical deformation in the redox process, poor life-cycle stability;

been hailed as an ideal electrode material for EDLCs due
to its exceptional properties, such as superior electrical
conductivity and mechanical strength, extremely high the-
oretical surface area (2630 m2 ·g−1), and excellent theoret-
ical capacitance (550 F ·g−1�.22 However, the electrochem-
ical performance of graphene is far from the theoretical
expectation because its high tendency to restack between
neighboring sheets owing to the strong interlayer van der
Waals force.23 This results in the deterioration of its high
specific surface area and subsequent decrease in specific
capacitance. Tremendous effort has been exerted to over-
come this problem, and one promising strategy is to incor-
porate graphene with other functional (nano) materials to
form effective composites and use them as SC electrode
materials, such as conducting polymers (e.g., polyani-
line, polypyrrole),24�25 transition metal oxides/hydroxides
(e.g.,NiO, MnO2, Co(OH)2),

26–28 heteroatoms (e.g., N, B
and O),29�30 and other carbonaceous nanomaterials (e.g.,
AC, CNTs).14�31 Numerous reports have shown that ratio-
nal design and synthesis of these graphene-based compos-
ites cannot only prevent the restacking of graphene and
improve the specific capacitance of EDLCs but also greatly
improve the total specific capacitance of the electrode,
because graphene is a single-atom thick substrate that may
be exploited for the growth of functional nanomaterials to
render them electrochemically active and electrically con-
ductive (Fig. 3).

In this review article we survey the recent advances
in research and development of graphene-based compos-
ites that are used as SCs electrode materials. We will
mainly focus on graphene-conducting polymer composites,
graphene-transition metal oxides/hydroxides/sulfide com-
posites, graphene-heteroatoms composites, graphene-other
carbonaceous nanomaterials composites, and graphene-
based ternary composites. Lastly, the perspective of the
future development of high performance SCs based on
graphene composites are proposed.

2. GRAPHENE-CONDUCTING POLYMERS
NANOCOMPOSITES

Conducting polymers (CPs) are a promising material for
the fabrication of high performance SCs, due to their
high specific capacity, low band gap, suitable morphology,
fast kinetics of charge/discharge processes and low costs.
Polyaniline, polypyrrole, polythiophene, and their deriva-
tives have been the most commonly studied polymers in
this regard.32 However, CPs suffers from poor cycling sta-
bility caused by swelling and shrinking of the polymer
backbones during charging/discharging, which greatly hin-
der their practical applications.
In order to overcome this drawback, considerable effort

has been directed toward the synthesis of graphene-CP
nanocomposites, because graphene has good conductiv-
ity, stable physicochemical properties, and long cycle life,
so the conductivity and cyclic stability of the compos-
ites will be improved significantly. The CPs not only
provide pseudo-capacitance but also improve the wetting
between graphene and electrolytes due to their hydrophilic
nature.33 In addition, the unique two-dimensional struc-
ture of graphene not only provides electrochemical double-
layer capacitance, but also acts as an effective substrate to
facilitate facile electrochemical reactions of CPs leading
to highly reversible pseudo-capacitance.32

2.1. Graphene-Polyaniline Composites
Among the CPs, Polyaniline (PANI) has been most widely
studied, due to its high capacitance, good environmen-
tal stability, high flexibility, multi-redox states, acid-based
doping/dedoping chemistry, low costs, easy synthesis, and
so on. Unfortunately, rapid structural degradation occurs
during successive charge/discharge process because of
swelling and shrinkage arising from adsorption and des-
orption of electrolyte ions. In addition, the relatively
low conductivity results in a poor rate performance and
cycling stability that greatly restricts practical applications

Sci. Adv. Mater., 7, 1916–1944, 2015 1919
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hydroxides and sulfide
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such as N, B and O
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1. Increasing the cycle stability of conducting polymers;

2. Preventing agglomeration of Graphene

1. Increasing the electrical conductivity of metal oxides and
    cycle stability;

2. Preventing agglomeration of Graphene.

1. Increasing the electrical conductivity of graphene by
    inducing the extra lone pair electrons;

2. Contribution of pseudo-capacitance.

1. CNTs act as spacers to prevent agglomeration of
    graphene and increase the electrolyte–accessible
    surface area;  
2. Providing a 3D electrical conduction pathway

Graphene

Fig. 3. Graphene-based composites and the corresponding mechanism of their electrochemical performance.

in SCs.34–36 The incorporation of graphene with PANI has
been proven to not only reinforce the stability and con-
ductivity of PANI, but also to significantly improve its
capacitance performance.35

Various approaches have been developed to fabri-
cate graphene-PANI nanocomposites, such as in-situ
and ex-situ polymerization,37 covalent and non-covalent
bonding interactions,36 template technique and three-
dimensional (3D) structure,38 and so on.
In the earlier studies, graphene-PANI composites were

mostly prepared by physical mixing, but the specific
capacitance was generally very low, possibly due to the
poor interconnection between graphene and PANI.39 More
recently, graphene-PANI composites are usually fabri-
cated by in-situ polymerization in the presence of ani-
line monomers and graphene suspension using graphene
as a substrate. PANI nanoparticles homogeneously grow
onto the surfaces of the graphene sheets and act as spac-
ers to keep neighboring sheets from restacking onto one
another.37�39 However, as both sides of the graphene sheets
are covered with PANI, it is not favorable to form effec-
tive conducting networks among the composites as the
graphene sheets do not have direct contact with each other.
Partial aggregation of graphene sheets may hinder both dif-
fusion as well as reduce the available surface area, there-
fore, the specific capacitance and rate capability are still
unsatisfactory.35

There are several methods that have been used to fabri-
cate 3D graphene-PANI composities. Kulkarni et al. used
3D graphene structures that contained interconnected pores
to prevent the restacking of graphene sheets, which not
only provides a large surface area for a high loading
of PANI, but also offers a highly continuous conduct-
ing network for charge transfer.40 This led to signifi-
cant improvement of the SC performances. Sachin et al.
produced PANI nanofibers/3D graphene frameworks by

using a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and template
method.40 Firstly, the 3D graphene frameworks were pre-
pared via CVD growth of graphene on a Ni foam, followed
by Ni etching. Nanofibrous PANI were then deposited onto
the 3D graphene via chemical oxidative polymerization in
an aqueous solution containing aniline or anilinium salts,
using ammonium persulfate as an oxidizing agent. The
maximum specific capacitance of the PANI/3D graphene
electrode was found to be 1024 F ·g−1.
In addition to Ni foam which has been widely used

as a sacrificial template to produce 3D porous struc-
tures, polymer microspheres and inorganic liquid droplets
or micelles have also been used as sacrificial templates
which include materials such as Teflon,41 polystyrene sul-
fonate microsphere (PSS),42 mesoporous silica,35 CaCO3

particles,38 and so on. In contrast to inorganic templates,
the dissolution of polymer microspheres normally needs a
large amount of organic solvents. Meng et al. preapred a
hierarchical porous reduced graphene oxide (rGO)/PANI
composite film using CaCO3 particles as a sacrificial
template.38 They found that CaCO3 could be removed
easily by a dilute acidic solution, and the 3D composite
film displayed high flexibility and might be free-standing,
which could be directly used as an electrode (Fig. 4).
CVD, dip coating, and layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly

techniques can also be combined with template meth-
ods to fabricate 3D graphene/PANI hybrid.42 Mu et al.
synthesized a graphene/PANI hybrid using a hollow micro-
spheres structure based on polystyrene sulfonate micro-
sphere templates, by combining LBL assembly with in situ
chemical oxidative polymerization followed by etching
the templates.42 They concluded that the unique structure
provided an enhanced specific surface area and reduced
transport lengths for both mass and charge transport, and
so displayed high specific capacitance and good cycle
stability (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. Preparation of the flexible 3D-RGO and 3D-RGO/PANI films. Reproduced with permission from [38], Y. Meng, et al., Adv. Mater. 25, 6985
(2013). © 2013, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Apart from the template method, 3D porous graphene
structures can also be fabricated by spray drying graphene
suspensions or reducing graphene oxide (GO) powders
under vacuum followed by heating.34�43 The obtained
3D graphene is then used as a template to synthesize
graphene/PANI composites by in situ polymerization of
aniline. Although the specific capacitance was substan-
tially increased, much room remained for improvement
(Table II).

One possible reason why they fell short of expectation
is that these 3D graphene structures were mainly stacked
randomly, and PANI was also randomly grown on the
graphene surface. In contrast, ordered PANI nanowires
could reduce the diffusion path length, facilitate ionic
motion, and improve utilization of electrode materials.36

Graphene-PANI composites with ordered structure can
be connected by non-covalent bonds such as van der
Waals force, electrostatic interaction, �–� stacking, and
covalent bonds.44 For instance, Liu et al. prepared a 3D
highly ordered structural graphene/PANI bulk hybrid for
SCs.45 Firstly, sulfonated triazine was used as functional
molecules adsorbed onto graphene sheets via hydrogen
bonding as well as �–� stacking interactions. Secondly,
the PANI nanorods were anchored on the functional
graphene nanosheets via in situ chemical oxidative poly-
merization of aniline in aqueous solution. The obtained

Fig. 5. Illustration of the preparation of graphene/PANI hybrid hollow
microspheres combining LBL assembly technique with in situ chemical
oxidative polymerization. Reproduced with permission from [42], B. Mu,
et al., J. Nanopart. Res. 16 (2014). © 2014, Springer.

highly ordered structural composites possessed a specific
capacitance as high as 1225 F · g−1. The authors deduced
that with sulfonated triazine, the functional graphene might
be dispersed in water and improved the nucleation of
PANI. By electrostatic interactions the PANI nanorods
nucleated heterogeneously and subsequently grew verti-
cally on the graphene surfaces (Fig. 6).
Compared to non-covalent connections, the covalent

connection between PANI and graphene is expected to
enhance the electrical conductivity and stability of the
composites.36�46 For instance, Wang et al. synthesized
a hierarchical graphene composite with PANI nanowire
arrays covalently bonded to rGO36 by first grafting nitro-
phenyl groups to rGO via C–C bonds. The nitrophenyl
groups were then reduced to aminophenyl and acted as
anchor sites for the vertical growth of PANI arrays (Fig. 7).
The prepared composites exhibited unusually high cycling
stability, showing no loss of capacitance after 200 cycles.
This is a very interesting study as it illustrates the pos-
sibility of ultra-stable SCs by preparing functionalized
graphene-PANI via in situ polymerization and covalent
grafting.
Compared with graphene, GO allows ready fabrica-

tion of composite materials due to the presence of vari-
ous oxygenated groups, because aqueous GO shows good
compatibility with hydrophilic PANI, and increases the
rate of interactions between electrolytes and electrodes.
This is attributed to the polar oxygen-containing functional
groups (epoxide hydroxyl, carboxyl, etc.) which render
GO strongly hydrophilic and dispersible with enhanced
wetting between electrodes and electrolytes. Moreover,
the existing surface functionalities on GO can contribute
pseudo-capacitance when used as SCs electrodes.47�48

Therefore, the overall electrochemical performance of GO-
PANI composites may be substantially strengthened. In
fact, some efforts have been directed towards the synthesis
of functional GO-PANI composites. For instance, Li et al.
prepared covalently-grafted PANI-GO nanocomposites by
in situ polymerization.24 The prepared covalently-bonded
GO-PANI composites exhibited enhanced performance as

Sci. Adv. Mater., 7, 1916–1944, 2015 1921
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Table II. Summary of SC performance of graphene/PANI composites.

Electrode Measurement Maximum Capacitance
Preparation method configuration Electrolyte protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) retention Ref. (year)

Simple mixing of GO and
PANI followed by
reduction

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (0.1 A ·g−1� 257 98% (1000 cycles) [39] (2013)

Non-3D 3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (5 mV · s−1) 329.5 61% (1000 cycles) [37] (2012)

3D, Teflon template, dip
coating

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (10 mV · s−1� 763 82% (1000 cycles) [41] (2013)

3D, CVD, Ni foam template 3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (10 mV · s−1) 1024 86.5% (5000 cycles) [40] (2014)

3D, SiO2 template 3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (0.5 A · g−1) 749 88% (1000 cycles) [35] (2014)

3D, CaCO3 articles template,
3D, flexible, free-standing

2-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (0.5 A ·g−1� 385 88% (5000 cycles) [38] (2013)

3D, Reducing GO under
vacuum followed by
heating

3-electrode 1 M KOH CV (1 mV · s−1) 463 90.6% (500 cycles) [43] (2013)

3D, polystyrene sulfonate
microsphere template,
LBL assembly

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (10 mV · s−1� 633 92% (1000 cycles) [42] (2014)

3D, highly ordered structure 3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1� 1225 85.7% (1500 cycles) [45] (2014)

Covalently-grafted on RGO 3-electrode 2 M H2SO4 CV (0.1 A ·g−1) 590 100% (200 cycles) [36] (2013)

Covalently-grafted on
graphene, interfacial
copolymerization

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (1 mA ·cm−2) 909 – [46] (2014)

Covalently-grafted on GO 3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 442 82% (2000 cycles) [24] (2014)

One-step electrochemical
codeposition GO-PANI

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (v= 10v · s−1) 1136.4 89% (1000 cycles) [47] (2013)

Graphene-wrapped PANI
nanowire arrays on
nitrogen-doped carbon
fabric

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1� 1145 94% (5000 cycles) [20] (2014)

Graphene-wrapped PANI
with worm-like structures
via a simple
polymerization

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (0.5 A ·g−1� 488.2 72.4% (1000 cycles) [49] (2013)

Graphene-wrapped PANI
with core–shell structures

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 614 90% (500 cycles) [50] (2013)

Graphene-wrapped PANI
with film structures by
LBL on Pt substrate

3-electrode 0.5 M H2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 1443 68% (500 cycles) [44] (2013)

Graphene-wrapped PANI
with film structures by
LBL on ITO glass
substrate

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (3 A ·cm−3� 1562 F ·cm−3 82% (1000 cycles) [51] (2013)

SC electrodes. The authors attributed this to the synergis-
tic effect between PANI and GO. They believed that they
formed a uniform hierarchical morphology within PANI-
GO thin films, and short rod-like nanostructures that had
densely grown on the GO sheets.
The aforementioned graphene-PANI composites struc-

tures share a common feature of graphene surrounded by
PANI. That is, graphene or GO was prepared first, and
then PANI is anchored on the surface. Reverse structures
have also been prepared in which PANI is surrounded
by graphene. For instance, Yu et al. reported graphene-
wrapped PANI nanowire arrays on nitrogen-doped carbon

fabric for SCs. Firstly, conducting PANI nanowire arrays
were deposited on a nitrogen-doped carbon fabric elec-
trode. Then, a layer of rGO sheets was wrapped on PANI
(Fig. 8).20 Both specific capacitance and cycling stabil-
ity of the prepared composites were higher than that
without the graphene coating layer. In this configuration,
the graphene coating layer was used to accommodate the
volume change and mechanical deformation during the
charge/discharge processes of the PANI-GO composites.
The graphene-wrapped PANI composites may feature

different shapes, depending on the preparation methods,
such as worm-like structures via a simple polymerization

1922 Sci. Adv. Mater., 7, 1916–1944, 2015
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the fabrication of PANI–STGNS hybrids. Reproduced with permission from [44], L. Li, et al., Nano Energy
2, 628 (2013). © 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry.

route,49 core–shell structures by using micro-spherical
sacrificed templates,50 ultrathin film structures by using
flat substrate and LBL assembly methods.44�51 All these
composites have magnificent electrochemical properties.
Therefore, rational design and synthesis of graphene-
PANI composite with controllable structures is particularly
advantageous for SCs.

Additionally, PANI derivatives, e.g., poly(o-anisidine)
(POA),52 poly(o-toluidine) (POT),53 poly(ortho-phenylene-
diamine) (PoPD) and poly(N-acetylaniline) (PAANI),32�54

have also been developed and compounded with graphene
for SCs. For instance, Punya et al. compared the elec-
trochemical properties of graphene-based composites with
PANI and derivatives.53 They found that graphene-POT
composites exhibited better capacitance (425 F ·g−1) than
graphene-PANI composites (400 F ·g−1) due to the excel-
lent electron donating properties of POT. They also
found that graphene-POA composites possessed good

Fig. 7. Procedure for the fabrication of PANI-functionalized RGO. Reproduced with permission from [36], L. Wang, et al., Sci. Rep. 3, 3568 (2013).
© 2013, Rights Managed by Nature Publishing Group.

electrochemical performance, because the presence of the
electron-donating group (eOCH3) in o-anisidine enhanced
charge transport in the graphene-POA electrodes through
the lone pair of nitrogen electrons.52 Recently, Li et al.
synthesized graphene-PAANI composites with ultrahigh
specific capacitance (1126 F ·g−1) by using the electropoly-
merization route.54 The high specific capacitance paved the
way for the fabrication of novel SCs (Table III, Fig. 9).

2.2. Graphene-Polypyrrole/Polythiophene Composites
Polypyrrole (PPy) and polythiophene (PTo) and their
derivatives make up another class of CPs, which have also
been used as promising pseudo-capacitive materials for
SCs. However, the poor cycling stability greatly restricts
their applications, similar to PANI. To overcome this short-
coming, the construction of graphene-PPy (or PTo) com-
posites with ordered carrier passages has been proposed as
a potentially admissible strategy.55
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Fig. 8. Procedure to Coating RGO Nanosheets on PANI Nanowire
Arrays Deposited on Nitrogen-Doped carbon fabric electrode. Repro-
duced with permission from [20], P. Yu, et al., Langmuir 30, 5306 (2014).
© 2014, American Chemical Society.

The methods to prepare graphene-PPy (or PTo) com-
posites are about the same as those for graphene-PANI,
including in-situ and ex-situ polymerization,56�57 electro-
chemical and chemical oxidative polymerization,58�59 etc.
Ex-situ polymerization mainly refers to directly mixing
the solutions of PPy with graphene, GO or rGO after
they are prepared separately a prior. In another study,
Qian et al. fabricated a rGO-PPy core–shell composite via
electrostatic interactions and �–� stacking interactions.56

Firstly, positively charged PPy microspheres were synthe-
sized from pyrrole polymerization. Secondly, GO sheets
with negatively charged groups were coated onto the PPy
microspheres via electrostatic interactions and accumu-
lation through �–� interactions; the product was then
reduced by hydrazine. The composite exhibited a crum-
pled surface and a remarkable performance for SCs. The
authors ascribed the improved capacitance to the high dis-
persibility, high conductivity and crumpled surface of the
composite that diminished diffusion length (Fig. 10).
Compared to ex-situ polymerization, in-situ polymeriza-

tion appears to exhibit further improvement. Gupta et al.
compared graphene/poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) com-
posites synthesized by in-situ and ex-situ polymerization.
They found that in-situ P3HT formed better compos-
ites with rGO and exhibited higher specific capacitance
and lower “IR drop” than the ex-situ sample (Fig. 11).57

A possible explanation was that the combination between
graphene and PCs via in-situ polymerization was much
closer and more stable than the ex-situ counterpart.
In-situ polymerization typically includes two methods:

polymerization of monomers in a suspension of graphene
after reducing the GO, and polymerization of monomers
in GO dispersions followed by reduction of GO. Studies

Table III. Summary of SC performance of composites of graphene and PANI derivatives.

Electrode active Electrode Maximum
materials configuration Electrolyte Measurement protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) Capacitance retention Ref. (year)

Graphene-POA 3-electrode 2 M H2SO4 CV (1 mA ·g−1) 380 73% (1000 cycles) [52] (2013)
Graphene-POT 3-electrode 2 M H2SO4 CV (1 mA ·g−1) 425 – [53] (2013)
Graphene-PoPD 3-electrode 2 M H2SO4 CV (0.1 A ·g−1) 308 99% (1500 cycles) [32] (2013)
Graphene-PAANI 3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (10 mV · s−1) 1126 94% (1000 cycles) [54] (2014)

suggest that the composites prepared by the former route
is unfavorable for the construction of stable structures,
because water-insoluble graphene is hard to disperse uni-
formly in aqueous solutions.55 Therefore, the latter strat-
egy is more vigorously explored where well-soluble GO is
used instead of poorly-soluble graphene in aqueous solu-
tions containing polymerizable monomers, followed by
reducing the obtained GO/CP composites. For instance,
Liu et al. synthesized rGO/PPy composites for SCs via
in situ oxidation polymerization of pyrrole monomers
in aqueous GO solutions, followed by chemical reduc-
tion of GO using ethylene glycol. The prepared com-
posites showed highly enhanced conductivity and specific
capacitance.55 The authors attributed the excellent electro-
chemical capability to the high dispersibility and sound
composite construction that improved the effective utiliza-
tion of electroactive PPy components, accelerated shuttling
charge carriers, and alleviated swelling/shrinkage of the
polymer chains, because unlike the commonly employed
hydrazine the moderate ethylene glycol reductant did not
destruct the PPy conjugative structures (Table IV, Fig. 12).

3. GRAPHENE-TRANSITION METAL
OXIDES/HYDROXIDES/SULFIDES
COMPOSITES

In addition to CPs, transition-metal oxides (hydroxides or
sulfides) (e.g., RuO2, MnO2, Co3O4, Ni(OH)2, CoS, CuO,
Fe2O3, ZnO, and so on.) are another type of active elec-
trode materials for pseudo-capacitive SCs. However, their
drawbacks, such as poor conductivity and low operating
voltages seriously reduce the power density and energy
density of SCs. Moreover, the tendency of aggregation
and poor cycling capability has also limited their fur-
ther applications. To address these issues, in combination
with graphene, which is usually used as conductive addi-
tive and flexible substrates (or backbone materials), they
can achieve ultrahigh values of capacitance for pseudo-
capacitor electrodes.
The mechanism and effect of graphene-metal oxide

composites is similar to that of graphene-CPs compos-
ites. Firstly, graphene provides large surfaces to anchor
metal oxide particles;63 secondly, graphene serves as a
highly conductive matrix to support pathways for charge
transport;64 thirdly, metal oxides deposited on the graphene
surface prevent the aggregation of graphene;63 fourthly,
graphene can restrict the mechanical deformation of the
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Graphene-
PANI

composites

In situ
polymerization

Covalent grafting

GO-PANI
composites

Low specific capacitance dueto poor interconnection
between graphene and PANI

1. PANI nanoparticles act as spacers to prevent
    aggregation of graphene sheets;

2. 3D graphene structure contains interconnected pores to
    prevent the restacking of graphene sheets, provides
    a large surface area for a high loadingof PANI,and
    offers a highly continuous conducting network.

1. Strong bonding force and highly ordered structure

2. Unusually high cycling stability and specific
    capacitance.

1. GO allows easy further modification; 

2. GO is strongly hydrophilic and dispersible.

Graphene/PANI
derivatives composites

Excellent electron donating properties from PANI
derivatives

Graphene-wrapped
PANI Graphene coating layer promotes structural stability.

Simple mixing

Fig. 9. Summary of graphene-PANI composites for SCs.

active components during charging–discharging process,
thus leading to improved stability with its unique structural
and mechanical properties.65 Consequently, the compos-
ites of graphene-metal oxides not only combine the merits
and mitigate the shortcomings of both components, but
also realize the synergistic effects of pseudo-capacitive and
EDLC performance.

3.1. Graphene/Mn-Based Composites
Among the various metal oxides used as pseudo-
capacitors, RuO2 stands out as the best performer.66 How-
ever, due to high costs and environmental concerns,67

RuO2 has been replaced with other less expensive

Fig. 10. Fabrication of PPy-rGO composites. Reproduced with permis-
sion from [56], T. Qian, et al., J. Mater. Chem. A 1, 6539 (2013). © 2013,
Royal Society of Chemistry.

transition-metal oxides, such as Co3O4, Co(OH)2, NiO,
Ni(OH)2, MnO2, etc.

68–71 In fact, Mn-based (MnOx) mate-
rials has been preferred due to its high theoretical capac-
itance (1370 F · g−1), variable oxidation states (MnO2,
Mn2O3 and Mn3O4), low costs, eco-friendly nature and
high abundance.27�72 Accordingly, great attempts have
been made to prepare graphene/MnOx nanocomposites for
SCs by adopting different synthetic strategies.
Generally, there are three types of reaction procedures

to fabricate graphene-MnOx nanocomposites.
(a) MnOx is formed on GO using various functional
groups, followed by reduction of graphene to rGO yielding
rGO-MnOx.

15�71

(b) With an opposite reaction order, GO is reduced to rGO
firstly, onto which MnOx is formed.64�73

(c) MnOx is formed on GO, and at the same time, GO is
reduced to rGO simultaneously.

For instance, Subramani et al. prepared Mn3O4–rGO
nanocomposites via the (a) procedure. Firstly, the Mn3O4

nanocubes were chemically decomposed on the GO
nanosheet surface. Secondly, GO was reduced to rGO by
hydrazine. The resulting composites exhibited enhanced
electrochemical performances (Fig. 13).71

Liu et al.,72 Ge et al.,74 and Song et al.64 respectively
synthesized MnO2-graphene hybrids via the (b) procedure.
Firstly, graphene was prepared by chemical reduction of
GO using hydrazine (or HI) or from the exfoliated GO by
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Fig. 11. Galvanostatic charging/discharging curves for (a) in-situ and (b) ex-situ rGO-P3HT composites and cyclic voltammograms (CV) for (c)
in-situ and (d) ex-situ rGO-P3HT composites. Reproduced with permission from [57], A. Gupta, et al., Mater. Chem. Phys. 140, 616 (2013). © 2013,
Elsevier B.V.

microwave irradiation. Secondly, MnO2-graphene hybrid
was obtained by a hydrothermal treatment of the mixture
of KMnO4 and graphene. The composites exhibit excellent
an electrochemical performance (Fig. 14).
A comparative study of the (a) and (b) procedures

has been made by Kim et al. For the (a) strategy, the
MnO2 nanostructures were homogeneously dispersed on
graphene sheets (S1 in Fig. 15), whereas MnO2 nano-
structures in (b) formed aggregates on graphene sheets
(S2 in Fig. 15). The S1 composite electrode exhibited a
higher specific capacitance than S2 (Fig. 15).75 GO was
highly dispersible in water due to oxygenated functional
groups.23 With the hydrophilic nature of GO, MnOx asso-
ciated strongly and evenly precipitated onto GO sheets in
aqueous solutions. In contrast, in the (b) procedure, homo-
geneous dispersion of MnOx nanostructures could not be
formed because of the absence of functional groups on
graphene sheets and their hydrophobic nature. Moreover,
the oxygen-containing functionalities (epoxide, hydroxyl,
carbonyl and carboxyl groups) of GO acted as anchor
sites, enabling the subsequent in situ formation of MnOx

nanostructures that were attached to the surfaces of GO
sheets.76 Note that the attachment between graphene and
MnOx was based mainly on physical adsorption in (b).

Therefore the (a) procedure is generally preferred than the
(b) procedure.
There is another point that needs to be highlighted

in the (a) procedure. That is, the GO must be reduced
to rGO after MnOx nanostructures are anchored because
GO lacks electronically conductive channels.77 So GO-
MnOx composites typically feature a much lower specific
capacitance than rGO-MnOx composites. Kim et al. stud-
ied the electrochemical performance of rGO/MnO2 com-
posites reduced by different chemical reduction methods.
They found that the rGO/MnO2 composites reduced by
hydrazine hydrate (H-rGO/MnO2) yielded a higher spe-
cific capacitance than that reduced by sodium borohy-
dride (S-rGO/MnO2), because H-rGO/MnO2 was more
effective in forming electronically conductive channels
than S-rGO/MnO2 with a lower concentration of oxygen-
containing functional groups.27

However, an appropriate concentration of residual
oxygen-containing functional groups on rGO–MnOx

composites is actually beneficial to the electrochemical
performance. Kim et al. reduced graphene–MnO2 compos-
ites by various concentrations of hydrazine hydrate with
a fixed reduction time to control the concentration of the
residual oxygen-containing functional groups, which was
found to affect the electrical conductivity and density of
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Table IV. Summary of SC performance of graphene/PPy or PTo composites.

Electrode Measurement Maximum
Preparation method configuration Electrolyte protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) Capacitance retention Ref. (year)

In-situ chemical grafting
polymerization of pyrrole
in the presence of
modified graphene

3-electrode 1 M NaNO3 CV (10 mV · s−1) 191.2 63% (1000 cycles) [60] (2013)

In situ oxidation
polymerization of pyrrole
in GO solutions, followed
by chemical reduction

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 420 93% (200 cycles) [55] (2013)

In-situ chemical
polymerization of pyrrole
in the presence of
graphene

3-electrode 1 M KCl CV (10 mV · s−1) 466 85% (600 cycles) [58] (2013)

In-situ electrochemical
polymerization of pyrrole
in the presence of 3D
graphene foam containing
pyrrole

3-electrode 3 M NaClO4 CV (1.5 A ·g−1) 350 100% (1000 cycles) [61] (2013)

Ex-situ PPy-rGO core–shell
composite

3-electrode 1 M KCl CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 557 85% (1000 cycles) [56] (2013)

In-situ electrodepostion of
GO/PPy composite

3-electrode 1 M NaCl CV (0.1 V · s−1) 960 – [59] (2014)

Microwave-assisted in situ
synthesis of
graphene/PEDOT hybrid

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 270 93% (10000 cycles) [62] (2013)

Synthesized P3HT/graphene
composites via both
in-situ and ex-situ

2-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (200 mA ·g−1) 244 (ex-situ) – [57] (2013)

323 (in-situ)

the MnO2 nanoneedles and hence the surface area and
the SCs performance. They found that when rGO-MnO2

was reduced by a high concentration of hydrazine (70%,
denoted as rGO–MnO2 (70)), the composite exhibited a
low sheet resistance value but also a low surface area and
pore volume. At a lower concentration of hydrazine (e.g.,
50%, rGO-MnO2 (50)), whereas a large amount of oxygen-
containing functional groups on MnO2 as well as hydroxyl,
epoxy, and carboxylic groups on GO sheets were removed,
the rGO–MnO2 (50) composite remained high oxidized,
leaving a high specific surface area and pore volume for
ion adsorption and diffusion.77

The composition ratio between graphene and MnOx,
78�79

the size, thickness, crystallographic forms (�, �, � and �)
and morphologies (nanoneedles, nanowires, nanorods,

Graphene-CPs composites

Mixing dispersions of CPs and
GO, and then reducing GO.

Polymerization of monomers in
graphene suspensions after

reducing GO

Directly mixing the solution
phases of CPs and graphene

(or RGO).

Polymerization of monomers
in GO dispersions followed by

reduction of GO

Ex-situ
growth

In-situ
growth

Fig. 12. Summary of SCs based on graphene-CP composites.

nanoparticles, nanospheres, nanocubes, and nanospindles)
of MnOx also play a vital role in the determination
of the SCs performances.75�80 Mondal et al. fabricated
graphene-MnO2 hybrid nanosheets at different ratios. They
found that the specific capacitance of the hybrids was
strongly dependent on the graphene/MnO2 ratio. At the
graphene/MnO2 ratio of 1:4, the hybrid electrode exhib-
ited a high specific capacitance. Lower ratios of graphene
nanosheets resulted in less space to anchor the MnO2

nanosheets. Therefore, the utilization of the MnO2 was
lower, which resulted in a smaller specific capacitance
and lower capacitance retention (Fig. 16).78 In another
study, Xiao et al. also found that when the graphene con-
tent was about 15.3 wt% (loading of Mn3O4 84.7%), the
nanocomposites exhibited the maximal specific capaci-
tance. With the poor conductivity of active Mn3O4, it is
critical to adjust the ratio between Mn3O4 to graphene to
optimize the electron transport and ion diffusion of the
nanocomposites.79 It is known that only the surface (or a
very thin surface layer of the oxide) of MnOx can partici-
pate in pseudo-capacitive reactions. Therefore, the specific
capacitance decreases with increasing thickness of MnOx

because of low utilization of the total MnOx as well as
poor electrical conductivity of the MnOx.

27

With respect to crystallographic forms and mor-
phologies, researchers have found that MnO2 with �
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Fig. 13. Preparation of Mn3O4–RGO nanocomposites. Reproduced with permission from [71], K. Subramani, et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 16, 4952
(2014). © 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.

crystallographic structures exhibited the optimal specific
capacitance.75�80 Also it has been found that needle-like
MnO2 exhibited a higher specific capacitance than other
forms,75�80 likely because a 1D structure like nanowires
and nanoneedles can effectively create interconnections
between metal oxides and graphene. For example, Kim
et al. found that the composites of graphene and MnO2

nanoneedles showed an excellent SC performance.80 Wang
et al. found that the specific capacitance of graphene-
MnO2 nanowire composites was higher than that of
composites based on graphene-MnO2 nanoparticles.81

In addition, Feng et al. demonstrated that graphene-MnO2

composite with MnO2 showing a flower-like structure
exhibited a capacitance of 405 F ·g−1, markedly better than
other graphene-MnO2 composites with a nanowire mor-
phology at 318 F ·g−1.82 One possible reason is that flower-
like nanospheres possessed a larger specific surface area
than nanowires.

Fig. 14. Schematic illustration of the preparation of rGO-MnO2 composites by a dip coating process. Reproduced with permission from [74], J. Ge,
et al., Nano Energy 2, 505 (2013). © 2013, Elsevier Ltd.

Note that the specific surface area of the active mate-
rials is critical to the electrochemical performance of
SCs. Thus, a number of effective strategies have been
developed to prepare graphene-MnOx composites based
on, for instance, supercritical CO2 (SCCO2),

83 3D net-
works hydrogel,84�85 aerogels,86 and porous flexible tem-
plate methods.87 For instance, Lee et al. reported that
SCCO2 was ideal for synthesizing nanomaterials and uni-
formly dispersing them onto a high-surface-area support-
ing material. MnO2 nanorods prepared by SCCO2 showed
an extremely high surface area. Furthermore, SCCO2 could
help debundle the graphene nanosheets and uniformly
disperse the MnO2 nanorods, thus preventing graphene
restacking and obtaining high electrochemical utilization.
As expected the SCCO2-MnO2/graphene showed superior
SCs properties.83

It is well known that graphene can be used as build-
ing blocks for the self-assembly into 3D hydrogel or
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Fig. 15. (a) Nyquist plots of S1 and S2. (b) Specific capacitance of S1
and S2 at different scan rates. Reproduced with permission from [75],
M. Kim, et al., Chem. Eng. J. 230, 482 (2013). © 2013, Elsevier B.V.,
All rights reserved.

aerogel structures. It has been reported that assembling
graphene nanosheets into hydrogel or aerogel with a 3D
interconnected microporous and mesoporous networked
structure could effectively prevent the aggregation of
graphene nanosheets. Consequently, the hydrogel or aero-
gel may be used as potential SC electrode materials due
to their large active surface areas and convenient elec-
trolyte ion transport. Accordingly these materials demon-
strate an enhanced energy storage capacity and a good
rate capability.84–86 For instance, Wu et al. fabricated 3D
networks of graphene-MnO2 hydrogel via in situ self-
assembly. First, MnO2 nanoparticles were grown onto
the surfaces of GO nanosheets. Then the rGO-MnO2

composite hydrogel was prepared by reduction-induced
in situ self-assembly. The prepared 3D graphene-MnO2

hydrogel showed a high performance for SC applications
and it could be used directly as electrodes without any
other polymer binders or conducting additives (Fig. 17).85

Fig. 16. Comparison of the cycling performance of graphene/MnO2

hybrid nanosheets at different ratios in 1 M Na2SO4 at the current density
of 500 mA ·g−1 (GNS is graphene nanosheets). Reproduced with permis-
sion from [80], M. Kim, et al., J. Mater. Sci. 48, 7652 (2013). © 2014,
Elsevier B.V.

Li et al. synthesized 3D networks of a Mn3O4-rGO hydro-
gel by a hydrothermal self-assembly route. The obtained
Mn3O4-rGO hydrogel exhibited excellent cycling stability
and rate capability.84

Wang et al. prepared MnO2-graphene aerogel compos-
ites by a two-step method.86 Firstly, graphene aerogels
were prepared through sol–gel chemistry. Secondly, The
MnO2 was electrochemically deposited into the highly
porous graphene aerogel to form MnO2-graphene aerogel
composites. When the mass loading of MnO2 was 61 wt%,
the aerogel exhibited the maximum specific capacitance.
The authors attributed the high performance to the struc-
tural advantages of high specific surface areas, high pore
volumes, large pore sizes, and a 3D well-connected net-
work of the graphene aerogel support. Moreover, with the
sol–gel polymerization, chemical linkages were formed
at the graphene sheet junctions, so the graphene aero-
gels possessed high electrical conductivity and low charge-
transport resistance.
A 3D porous flexible template not only provides a

porous scaffold, but also acts as a light weight, flexi-
ble electrode. Flexible and lightweight SCs have attracted
great attention due to increasing energy demand for
portable and wearable electronics.87 Generally, to make
flexible SCs, flexible and binder-free electrodes with
favorable mechanical strength and large capacitance are
required. Some flexible conductive templates have been
chosen as substrates for flexible electrodes, such as car-
bon fabric cloth, carbon fiber paper, sponges and Ni
foam.88�89 For instance, Ye et al. developed a flexible
MnO2–rGO electrode using carbon cloth as a substrate by
a one-step electrochemical deposition method. The results
demonstrated that the device possesed excellent mechan-
ical flexibility and the electrochemical properties showed
no obvious change even under bending and twisting.88

More advantages are anticipated for flexible and
freestanding graphene-based paper electrodes than for
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MnO2/RGO hydrogel. Reproduced with permission from [87], Y. He, et al., Acs Nano 7, 174 (2013). © 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry.

template electrodes. Peng et al. reported a novel, high-
performance in-plane SCs based on MnO2/graphene
nanosheet hybrids.90 The high malleability of the planar
SCs makes led to superior flexibility and robust cyclability,

Graphene-MnOx composities

High specific surface area

Composition ratioReaction procedures

Size, crystallographic
for mand morphologies

The specific capacitances decrease when
loading more and less MnOx.

1. MnOx was formed on the GO, followed by reducing;

2. MnOx was formed on the graphene afterreducing;

3. One-pot simultaneously growth and reducing.

1. Nanoscale is better;
2. Crystallographic structure is better;

3. Nanoneedle and flowerlike nanosphere is better.

1. Supercritical CO2;

2. 3D networks hydrogel, aerogels;

3. Flexible template or freestanding.

Fig. 18. Summary of SC performance of graphene-MnOx composites.

and the device yielded a capacitance retention over 90%
after 1000 times of folding/unfolding.
In summary, with proper design and preparation, the

structure and size of the composites may be controlled at
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Table V. Summary of SC performance of graphene-MnOx composites.

Preparation method or active Electrode Measurement Maximum Capacitance
material of electrode configuration Electrolyte protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) retention Ref. (year)

In-situ growth of MnO2

nanowires on graphene
after exfoliated GO by
microwave irradiation

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 276 100% (1200 cycles) [64] (2014)

MnC2O4-graphene
composites, prepared by a
hydrothermal process after
exfoliated GO by
microwave irradiation

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 122 94.3% (1000 cycles) [72] (2013)

MnO2-graphene hybrid,
prepared by a
hydrothermal process after
reduction by hydrazine

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (0.2 A ·g−1) 315 87% (2000 cycles) [73] (2013)

Chemical decomposition
Mn3O4 nanocubes on GO
followed by reduction
with hydrazine

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (0.5 A ·g−1� 131 99% (500 cycles) [71] (2014)

Graphene–MnO2 composites
reduced from GO–MnO2

with hydrazine

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (10 mV ·S−1) 383.82 85.1% (1000 cycles) [77] (2013)

Graphene/MnO2 composites
reduced from GO–MnO2

with hydrazine (S1)

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (10 mV ·S−1) 327.5 90% (1000 cycles) [75] (2013)

Graphene/MnO2 composites
prepared after reduction
with hydrazine (S2)

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (10 mV ·S−1) 229.9 90% (1000 cycles) [75] (2013)

MnO2-GO hybrid by
hydrothermal method

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (0.1 A ·g−1) 213 98.1% (1000 cycles) [76] (2013)

One-pot hydrothermal
synthesis of
Mn3O4/graphene

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 171 93% (50 cycles) [91] (2013)

Graphene/MnO2 hybrid with
a weight ratio of 1:4

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 320 87.5% (2000 cycles) [78] (2014)

Graphene-Mn3O4 composites
with a weight ratio of
15.3:84.7

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 239 107% (1000 cycles) [79] (2014)

Nanoneedle structure of
MnO2/graphene
composites

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (10 mV ·S−1) 327.5 88.21% (1000 cycles) [80] (2013)

Graphene–MnO2 (flowerlike
nanospheres)

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 405 90% (1000 cycles) [82] (2014)

SCCO2-MnO2/graphene 3-electrode 3 M KCl CV (50 mV ·S−1) 230 98% (10000 cycles) [83] (2013)

3D networks
graphene-Mn3O4 hydrogel
hydrothermal
self-assembly

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 148 100% (1200 cycles) [84] (2013)

3D networks
graphene-MnO2 hydrogel
via in situ self-assembly

2-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 137 89.6% (1000 cycles) [85] (2013)

MnO2-graphene aerogels
through sol–gel chemistry
and electrochemical
deposition process

3-electrode 0.5 M Na2SO4 CV (2 mV ·S−1) 410 95% (50000 cycles) [86] (2014)

Flexible MnO2–RGO
electrode using carbon
cloth as substrate

2-electrode Solid-state H3PO4/PVA CV (2 mV ·S−1) 14 F ·cm−2 100% (5000 cycles) [88] (2013)

Flexible and freestanding
in-plane SCs based on
MnO2/graphene

2-electrode PVA/H3PO4 gel CV (0.2 A ·g−1) 267 92% (7000 cycles) [90] (2013)
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the nanoscale, such that the electrochemical performance
of graphene-MnOx composites can be tuned even further
(Fig. 18). Yet from Table V, we can see that the specific
capacitance of graphene-MnOx composites is still very
low, usually 100 to 400 F ·g−1. Further engineering of the
electrode materials is desired.

3.2. Graphene/Ni-Based (Co-Based or Other
Metal Oxides) Composites

Other novel electrode materials with high capacitance
have also been explored for SCs. These include Ni-based
materials (such as NiO, Ni(OH)2, Ni3S2),

92–94 Co-based
materials (such as CoO, Co3O4, CoS, Co9S8, Co(OH)2,
CoFe2O4, CoMoO4�,

26�95–98 and other metal oxides materi-
als (such as CuO, Fe2O3, Fe3O4, SnO2, V2O5, WO3, ZnO,
etcetera).99–105 The electrochemical performances of these
metal oxides are similar to that of MnOx. The preparation
methods are also similar, including one-pot hydrothermal
or solvothermal process,106 hydrogel,69 and 3D templates
technique.26�107�108

Generally, graphene/metal-based composites are synthe-
sized by one-pot hydrothermal or solvothermal process
with GO and metal ion precursors as the starting mate-
rials. The metal ions are adsorbed on GO by electro-
static interactions where the oxygenated groups of GO
sheets provide active sites for anchoring the metal ions.109

During the hydrothermal (solvothermal) process, GO is
reduced into rGO, and the metal-based active nano-
materials are formed and simultaneously grown in situ
on the graphene sheets.106 The metal-based nanopar-
ticles may also be used as a spacer to prevent the
graphene nanosheets from aggregating, and to stabilize
the structure of the as-prepared graphene.94 For instance,
Xia et al. prepared CoMoO4/graphene composites via
a one-step hydrothermal method. The Co2+ ions were
adsorbed on GO by electrostatic interactions and CoMoO4

nanoparticles were grown on the graphene sheet after a
hydrothermal reaction. The obtained composites exhibited
low electrochemical resistance, good rate capabilities and
excellent cycle life (Fig. 19).106 Wu et al. prepared a
homogenous Ni(OH)2/graphene composite by an elec-
trostatically induced stretch growth method, where the
electrostatic interactions triggered advantageous changes
in morphology and the ordered stacking of Ni(OH)2
nanosheets on graphene also enhanced the crystallization
of Ni(OH)2 (Fig. 20).

109

Fig. 19. Schematic illustration of the preparation of CoMoO4/G. Repro-
duced with permission from [107], F. Zhang, et al., Phys. Chem. Chem.
Phys. 16, 4186 (2014). © 2013, Elsevier Ltd.

Fig. 20. Schematic illustration of Ni(OH)2 stretch growth on graphene.
Reproduced with permission from [108], C. Jiang, et al., RSC Adv.
4, 18080 (2014). © 2014, Rights Managed by Nature Publishing Group.

Additionally, when other spacers are added in the aque-
ous solution containing GO and metal ion precursors dur-
ing the synthesis process, they may effectively promote
the formation of a high specific surface area. Zhang et al.
synthesized bacteria promoted rGO-Ni2S3 (BGNS) net-
works using Bacillus subtilis as spacers. Compared with
stacked rGO-Ni2S3 prepared without the aid of bacteria,
BGNS showed a unique nm-	m structure which exhib-
ited a higher specific capacitance than that of unaided
synthesis.110 Zhou et al. prepared a graphene-NiO com-
posite assisted by glucose via a hydrothermal method. The
glucose not only acted as a green reducing agent to pro-
duce rGO, but also transformed into a kind of amorphous
carbon which, as a spacer, stabilized the structure of the as-
prepared graphene. The obtained layered sandwich nano-
structure exhibited a high specific capacitance.94

Generally, when Ni foams have been used as tem-
plates for preparing 3D graphene-based composites, the
substrates need to be dissolved,26�107�108 which not only
produces a large amount of waste, but also compli-
cates the process. Indirectly using 3D Ni foams coated
with graphene-based composites as an electrode for SCs,
without the need of any other binder materials and con-
ductive agents, is very important and interesting for indus-
trial production and study. Because Ni foams have high
mechanical stability and an inherently continuous conduc-
tive network they can also act as current collectors.111

Moreover, binder materials and conductive agents may
also cause non-uniform distribution of the active materials
and increase the charge-transfer resistance, both of which
would significantly influence the performance of SCs.92

For instance, Wang et al. reported a Ni(OH)2/graphene/Ni
foam electrodes fabricated by electrochemical deposition
of Ni(OH)2 nanoflakes on a graphene network grown on
a Ni foam current collector.92 The resulting binder-free
Ni(OH)2/graphene/Ni foam electrode exhibited an excel-
lent SC performance. The authors ascribed the superior
performances to the presence of a highly conductive
graphene layer on the nickel foam, which they said
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remarkably boosted the charge transfer process at the elec-
trolyte/electrode interface. The 3D electrode formed by
graphene/Ni foam was noted to dramatically lengthen the
electrochemical cycling stability of the electrodeposited
Ni(OH)2 film and nanoflakes.

Zhang et al. presented a 3D Ni foam/graphene/Co3S4

composite film (Ni/G/CS) and used it as an SC elec-
trode, which demonstrated a remarkable performance.111

The authors attributed this to the formation of hollow
nanospheres of a large specific surface area, extraordinary
electrical conductivity, extremely high chemical stability
of the graphene and high mechanical stability of Ni foam.

However, the electrodes by 3D Ni foam coated with
graphene-based composites can not be used for flexible
lightweight SCs because of the weight and thickness of
nickel. Completely etching away the Ni foam may be on
option; however, if the nickel foam is totally removed,
the 3D graphene-based composite will lack structural sup-
port and likely exhibit poor SC performance as a result of
reduced mechanical stability and increasing contact resis-
tance. Recently, Huang et al. reported a simple strategy
to obtain a flexible electrode by etching most of the Ni
foam but maintaining the conductive backbone from the
Ni foam.112 This strategy greatly reduced the total mass of
the electrode and provided a new direction for the devel-
opment of flexible SCs.

When graphene-based composites are prepared by
in situ growth of active materials directly on graphene,
it may have resulted in inhomogeneous distribution. This
difficulty of distribution may be due to the hydrophobic-
ity of graphene which strongly resists crystal growth on
its surface. To overcome this limitation some surfactants
have been employed, such as sodium dodecyl benzene
sulfonate (SDBS), ethanol, cetyltrimethylammonium bro-
mide (CTAB) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP),97�98�108

to enhance uniform growth of active materials on the
graphene surfaces where the morphologies may be manip-
ulated by the choice of the surfactants. For instance, Jiang
et al. synthesized 3D self-standing graphene/Ni(OH)2
composites of different morphologies with SDBS and
ethanol as surface active agents.108 When SDBS was
used to reduce the graphene hydrophobicity, Ni(OH)2 was
observed to have a uniform nanoflower morphology and
formed a highly ordered film attached to the graphene sur-
face. While an ethanol solution of 30% SDBS was used,
the resulting Ni(OH)2 showed a uniform nanosheet-like
morphology on the graphene surface; whereas inhomo-
geneous distribution of Ni(OH)2 particles was observed
when they were grown without the addition of a surfac-
tant solution. The 3D graphene/Ni(OH)2 nanoflower com-
posite was observed to have low resistance and good
cycling performance, as compared to other morphologies.
In another study, Ramachandran et al. prepared Co9S8,
CoS, CoS/graphene nanocomposites in the presence of
PVP, and the composites exhibited excellent electrochemi-
cal performance for SCs (Fig. 21) (Table VI, Fig. 22).96�97

Fig. 21. (a) Schematic diagram and (b) experimental procedure of the
formation of Co9S8/graphene nanocomposites, along with experimental
photographic images. Reproduced with permission from [98], D. Ghosh,
et al., ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng. 1, 1135 (2013). © 2014, Royal Soci-
ety of Chemistry.

3.3. Graphene-Binary Metal Oxides/Hydroxides
Binary metal oxide nanocomposites have attracted exten-
sive attention because of their markedly better SC perfor-
mance than that of single metal materials,113 which may be
ascribed to more facile electron transfer reactions. Mixed
metal oxides exhibit higher electrical conductivity com-
paring to the pure metal oxides, and offer richer redox
reactions than those of single metal oxides with contribu-
tions from both metal ions.114 Of these, composites based
on Ni–Co oxides,114 Mn–Ni oxides,115 Mn–Co oxides,21

and Ni–Al oxides,116 have attracted much interest in recent
years. For instance, He et al. prepared NiCo2O4-rGO com-
posites by a hydrothermal method. The solid-state redox
couples of Co2+/Co3+and Ni2+/Ni3+ presented in the struc-
ture provided a better electro-catalytic activity than those
of NiO and Co3O4, a unique property for SCs.113 Hwang
et al. synthesized graphene/NiO–MnO2 nanocomposites by
chemical precipitation using a chelating agent along with
Ni and Mn hydroxides on graphene.115 Ghosh et al. syn-
thesized � MnMoO4-graphene hybrid via a hydrothermal
procedure. The prepared materials responded in a wide
range of working potentials. Synergy between graphene
and pseudo-capacitive MnMoO4 resulted in an increase of
cycling stability and capacitance.21

Recently, layered double hydroxides (LDH) have also
drawn enormous attention as an electrode material for
SCs due to their abundant surface area and electrochem-
ically active sites, which generate both electrical double-
layer capacitance and pseudo-capacitance. LDH are a
class of lamellar compounds that consist of positively
charged brucite-like host layers, with a general chemi-
cal formula of [MII

1−xM
III
x (OH)2]

x+[An−]x/n mH2O, where
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Table VI. Summary of SC performance for graphene/Ni or Co-based composites.

Preparation method or active Electrode Measurement Maximum Capacitance
material of electrode configuration Electrolyte protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) retention Ref. (year)

In-plane and out-of-plane
pores into a
graphene–Ni(OH)2 hybrid
hydrogel

3-electrode 1 M KOH CV (10 mV · s−1) 3138.5 95% (1000 cycles) [69] (2013)

Ni(OH)2-graphene by
electrostatically induced
stretch growth method

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (2 mV · s−1) 1503 96.5% (6000 cycles) [109] (2014)

Bacteria promoted
rGO-Ni2S3 using Bacillus
subtilis as spacers

3-electrode 2 M KOH CV (0.75 A ·g−1) 1424 89.6% (3000 cycles) [110] (2013)

Graphene-NiO composite
assisted by glucose via
hydrothermal method

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 1495 90% (1000 cycles) [94] (2014)

Ni(OH)2/graphene/Ni foam
by CVD and
electrochemical depositing

3-electrode 1 M KOH CV (3 A ·g−1) 2161 63% (500 cycles) [92] (2014)

3D�-Ni(OH)2-porous
graphene hollow sphere
use SiO2 as template
followed by etching
with HF

3-electrode 2 M KOH CV (5 mV · s−1) 2815 92.5% (1000 cycles) [107] (2014)

3D Ni(OH)2-graphene use Ni
foam as template followed
by Etching with HCl

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (6.7 A ·g−1) 718.2 84.2% (500 cycles) [108] (2014)

One-pot electrochemical
co-deposition of
Ni2S3/electrochemically
reduced GO on Ni foam

3-electrode 1 M KOH CV (2 A ·g−1) 1392.2 66.8% (500 cycles) [65] (2014)

CTAB-assisted
�Co(OH)2–graphene

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (2 A ·g−1) 532 94% (500 cycles) [98] (2013)

CoMoO4/graphene
composites via one-step
hydrothermal method

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (1 A ·g−1) 394.5 78.4% (500 cycles) [106] (2013)

Co3O4/graphene composites
via one-step hydrothermal
method.

2-electrode 2 M KOH CV (0.2 A ·g−1) 263 92.09% (1000 cycles) [95] (2013)

3D Ni foam/graphene/Co3S4

composite film
3-electrode 2 M KOH CV (7.5 m A ·cm−2) 0.525 (F ·cm−2) 97.8% (8000 cycles) [111] (2014)

Co9S8/graphene
nanocomposites in the
presence of PVP as
surfactant

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (5 mV · s1) 808 99.2% (1000 cycles) [97] (2014)

CoS/graphene
nanocomposites in the
presence of PVP as
surfactant

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (5 mV · s1) 2423.3 – [96] (2013)

MII and MIII are mixed divalent and trivalent cations and
An− can be almost any organic or inorganic anion. The
graphene/LDH composites are promising electrode mate-
rials for SCs, in which the LDH sheets are effectively
delaminated by the graphene sheets and the graphene
sheets provide the resultant graphene/LDH composite with
good electrical conductivity.116–118 For instance, Memon
et al. prepared composites of graphene and layered nickel

and aluminum double hydroxides, and found that the crys-
tallization behaviors and the morphology of the resulting
LDH nanoparticles might be tuned by varying the GO and
urea ratio. The obtained graphene/Ni–Al LDH nanowires
exhibited multi-crystal features and represented a new
assembly form of LDH materials. It showed enhanced
performance for SCs compared with other morpholo-
gies of the Ni–Al LDH materials (Fig. 23). Xu et al.
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1. Metal ions adsorbed on GO by electrostatic interaction

2. Oxygenated groups of GO sheets provide active sites for anchoring metal ions

3. When GO is reduced into rGO, metal-based active nanomaterials aere
    formed and simultaneously in situ grown on graphene surfaces

1. Decrease the hydrophobicity
    of the graphene surface;

2. Active materials grow
    uniformly on graphene;

3. Different morphologies can
    be obtained by using
    different surfactants.

One-pot process in presence of GO and metal ion precursors

3D Ni foams
templates

Surfactants

Graphene/Co-
based (Ni-based)

composites

1. Act as current collectors and
    directly used as binder–free
    electrodes;

2. Provide mechanical stability
    and continuous conductive
    network;

3. Flexible lightweight SCs by
    partial etching.

Fig. 22. Summary of SC performance for graphene/Co or Ni-based composites.

fabricated a hierarchical 3D graphene-LDH composite
via a hydrothermal process. First, AlOOH colloids were
coated on the graphene surfaces, then layered NiAl-LDH
nanosheet arrays were in situ grown on the surfaces of
graphene sheets forming a sandwich-like structure.116 The
composite exhibited a high specific capacitance because
of its typical mesoporous structure with a large specific
surface area.

Fig. 23. Schematic illustration for the synthesis of graphene/Ni–Al
LDH composites: (a) hollow spherical structures of Ni–Al LDHs synthe-
sized in the absence of GO, (b) graphene supported Ni–Al LDH sheets
and graphene/Ni–Al LDH nanowires synthesized in the presence of GO.
Reproduced with permission from [118], G. Abellán, et al., Part. Part.
Sys. Char. 30, 853 (2013). © 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.

It has been reported that controlling the chemical com-
position in LDH materials is of utmost importance for
SC applications. All LDH based nanocomposites gener-
ally lead to the formation of mixed metal oxides. Abellán
et al. prepared FeNi3 nanoparticles embedded in graphene
by thermal decomposition of the NiIIFeIII-LDH precursor,
which acted as a multilayered nanoreactor enabling the for-
mation of a range of carbon nanoforms (CNFs). Different
CNFs can be isolated by acid treatment of the as-prepared
nanocomposites at different temperatures. These metal-
carbon hybrids exhibited high values of specific capaci-
tance and excellent rate capabilities (Fig. 24, Table VII).118

4. GRAPHENE-HETEROATOM COMPOSITES
Chemical doping of graphene with heteroatoms such
as N, B, S and O is another effective approach
to modulate its intrinsic electrical properties and thus

Fig. 24. Schematic illustration of the formation of FeNi3–carbon
nanocomposites and the corresponding CNFs obtained after the acid
leaching procedure, i.e., carbon nano-onions at 400 �C and graphene at
900 �C. Reproduced with permission from [119], L. Wang, et al., Elec-
trochim. Acta 111, 937 (2013). © 2013, Wiley-VCH.
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Table VII. Summary of SC performance for graphene/binary metal oxides composites.

Preparation method or active Electrode Measurement Maximum Capacitance
material of electrode configuration Electrolyte protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) retention Ref. (year)

NiCo2O4-rGO by
hydrothermal method

3-electrode 2 M KOH CV (10 mV · s−1) 737 94% (3000 cycles) [113] (2013)

NiCo2O4-rGO
nanocomposite supported
on Ni foam

3-electrode 2 M KOH CV (5 A ·g−1) 777.1 99.3% (3000 cycles) [114] (2014)

rGO/NiCo2O4 composites by
in situ assembly and
thermal treatment

3-electrode 2 M KOH CV (1 A ·g−1) 1693 91.8% (2000 cycles) [119] (2013)

3D mesoporous
NiCo2O4-graphene hybrid
by freeze drying and
hydrothermal reaction

3-electrode 2 M KOH CV (1 A ·g−1) 778 90% (10000 cycles) [120] (2014)

MnMoO4/graphene
composites

2-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (2 A ·g−1) 364 88% (1000 cycles) [21] (2014)

a-GNS/NiAl-LDH via in situ
growth of NiAl-LDH
nanoflakes on a-GNS

2-electrode 6 M KOH CV (0.1 A ·g−1) 1730.2 99.2% (500 cycles) [121] (2013)

3D sandwich structure
graphene-NiAl-LDH via
hydrothermal process

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (3.57 A ·g−1) 1329 91% (500 cycles) [116] (2014)

FeNi3-graphene composites
by thermal decomposition
of LDH

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (10 A ·g−1) 607 99% (1000 cycles) [118] (2013)

improve the capacitance. The enhanced specific capac-
itance is attributed not only to the redox reactions of
the heteroatom-containing functional groups (i.e., pseudo-
capacitance) but also to enhanced surface wettability of the
electrode (i.e., reduced equivalent series resistance).13�122

Of the chemical doping of carbon-based materials,
nitrogen is considered to be an excellent candidate as
its size and valence bonds are similar to those of car-
bon atoms. The incorporation of nitrogen group into
the basal plane or edge of graphene sheets greatly
improves the performance of graphene electrode.13�122�123

Urea, hexamethylenetetramine and ammonia as well
as organic amine have been used as the nitrogen
source.122−124 So far, several approaches have been
reported for the synthesis of nitrogen-doped graphene
(NG), such as nitrogen plasma,123 thermal annealing
treatment,13 microwave synthesis,124 arc-discharge, CVD
and hydrothermal methods.122�125

Among all these strategies, hydrothermal and solvother-
mal reactions are effective, facile and low costs. For
example, Wang et al. produced NG under hydrothermal
conditions by using common ammonium salts with hard
acid-soft base pairs as nitrogen-doping agents.122 They
found that any ammonium salt with an amphoteric char-
acter could be used as an effective doping agent for
the synthesis of NG. During the hydrothermal reaction,
amphoteric salts gradually released NH3 that continually
reacted with the oxygen functional groups of GO, lead-
ing to doping of high-level nitrogen into the graphene

skeleton. Moreover, the in situ produced reducing agent
could further remove the oxygen functional groups on GO.
That is, in this process, ammonium salt acted as both
nitrogen-doping agent and reducing agent. The as-prepared
NG exhibited remarkably enhanced electrochemical per-
formance for SCs.
In another study, Lee et al. prepared NG by using GO

and hexamethylenetetramine (HMT) as the precursors via
a simple hydrothermal reaction. HMT plays an important
role both as reducing agent and as doping agent for the
GO, installing both nitrogen into the graphene sheets and
removing oxygenated moieties from the surface as well.
Under hydrolytic conditions HMT has been known to

release ammonia and hydroxide, and thus has the capac-
ity to act as reducing agent for GO. The ammonia and
hydroxide were involved in removing oxygenated func-
tional groups from GO. Concurrently, the ammonia could
also induce exchange with the carbon atoms within the
lattice. Lee et al. prepared NG with a very significant nitro-
gen content (8.62 atom%) which featured a high specific
capacitance. Various nitrogen species, such as pyridinic-N,
pyrrolic-N, and quaternary-N, were detected and shown in
Figure 25.125

From these studies, we can see that the nitrogen config-
urations and nitrogen content play crucial roles in deter-
mining the eventual capacitance. Proper configurations of
nitrogen atoms and high nitrogen content are beneficial for
increasing the electrical conductivity of NG and as a result
improving the capacitance and other kinetic properties
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Fig. 25. Postulated route for NG-HMT. Reproduced with permission from [126], G. Luo, et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 5, 11184 (2013). © 2012,
Elsevier Ltd.

of SCs. There are three main arrangements of nitrogen
in graphene, pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N, and quaternary-N.
Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the
pyridinic-N graphene has the strongest electron deficiency
for accepting electrons and quaternary-N graphene exhibits
a lowest diffusion and desorption barrier.126�127 Yang et al.
synthesized NG using a microwave-assisted hydrothermal
reaction. The ratio between nitrogen configurations was
adjusted by controlling the reaction time to optimize SCs
performance.127 The authors attributed the enhanced elec-
trical conductivity and SCs performances to its high con-
centration of quaternary-N. Gopalakrishnan et al. prepared
heavily nitrogenated graphene oxide by microwave syn-
thesis with urea as the nitrogen source, where the nitrogen
concentration was controlled by the graphene to urea mass
ratio. At the mass ratio of 1:1, the resulting NG exhibited
the highest nitrogen content of 18.2 wt% and an outstand-
ing performance for SCs.124

For the boron doped graphene, when boron is bonded
within a graphene framework, it introduces a defect in the
nearby sites because boron atom has only three valence
electrons, and thereby induces uneven charge distribution,
which can facilitate charge transfer and thus enhance their
electrochemical performance.29 For instance, Niu et al.
preapred boron-doped graphene (BG) through the pyrol-
ysis of GO with boric acid (H3BO3) in an argon atmo-
sphere at 900 °C. When both boron-doping and reduction
of GO were used simultaneously, H3BO3 was converted
into boron oxide (B2O3) at high temperature accompanied
by diffusing B2O3 vapor into the graphene nanosheets.
The boron atoms could then replace the carbon atoms
within the graphene layers and dope into the graphene
lattice. The doping extent within the graphene reached a
maximum of 4.7% after 3 h of pyrolysis, which directly

Fig. 26. Schematic illustration for the synthesis of the BG. Reproduced
with permission from [29], L. Niu, et al., Electrochim. Acta 108, 666
(2013). © 2013, Elsevier Ltd., All rights reserved.

affected the electrochemical properties of the material. The
BG with the highest boron content exhibited the highest
capacitive behavior (Fig. 26).29 Han et al. produced BG
on a large scale by refluxing reduction of GO in borane-
tetrahydrofuran.128 The obtained BG exhibited a high spe-
cific surface area and excellent SC performance, which
was attributed to ion adsorption on the surface of BG in
addition to electrochemical redox reactions (Table VIII).

5. GRAPHENE-OTHER CARBON
MATERIALS COMPOSITES

It is well known that, electrical conductivity and spe-
cific surface area are two critical factors for SCs. Hybrid
structures based on graphene and other carbon mate-
rials as electrodes for energy storage application have
attracted particular attention. Activated carbons, carbon
fibers, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon aerogels and
porous carbons have all been used to prepare composites
with graphene for SCs.31�130–133 In these composites, the
graphene can not only provide vacancies to accommodate
ions, but also enhance the bulk conductivity of compos-
ites, while the other carbon materials act as spacers to
effectively prevent restacking of graphene and improve the
specific surface area.
Among all carbon materials, only active carbon (AC)

has been commercially used as SC electrode materials
due to its high surface area and moderate costs. How-
ever, its application is strongly restricted by its low
energy density and inferior rate capability due to rel-
atively low conductivity.130 Combination of AC with
graphene will give rise to better performance due to
the synergistic effects. Zheng et al. prepared porous
graphene/AC nanosheet composites via hydrothermal car-
bonization and subsequent two-step chemical activation
with KOH (Fig. 27).130 Generally porous structures can be
derived by chemical activation with KOH or NaOH.134 In
the obtained composites, a layer of porous AC is coated
on graphene sheets, which not only inhibits agglomeration
and increases the surface area, but also enhances packing
density, which is of importance for practical applications
as the space per power unit is always limited. On the
other hand, integrating graphene into the AC matrix will
notably increase the conductivity of the activated carbon.
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Table VIII. Summary of SC performance for graphene/heteroatoms composites.

Preparation method or active Electrode Measurement Maximum Capacitance
material of electrode configuration Electrolyte protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) retention Ref. (year)

Nitrogen-doped graphene
(NG) under hydrothermal
by using amphoteric
ammonium salt as
nitrogen source

2-electrode 1 M KOH CV (1 A ·g−1) 242 97.6% (5000 cycles) [122] (2014)

NG via pyrolysis of poly
methyl methacrylate–GO
composites in a mixed
nitrogen and ammoniac

2-electrode Ionic liquid EMIMBF4 CV (1 A ·g−1) 290.3 83.6% (1000 cycles) [13] (2014)

NG produced via ammonia
plasma treatment of GO

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (100 mV · s−1) 9.5 mF ·cm−2 100% (700 cycles) [123] (2014)

NG obtained using
hydrothermal reaction
with GO and
hexamethylenetetramine

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 161 98.1% (5000 cycles) [125] (2012)

NG obtained by using
microwave-assisted
hydrothermal reaction

2-electrode 1 M LiPF6 CV (0.1 A ·g−1) 96.4 100% (1500 cycles) [127] (2014)

Heavily nitrogenated GO by
microwave synthesis with
urea as the nitrogen source

2-electrode 6 M KOH CV (5 mV · s−1) 461 97.3% (1000 cycles) [124] (2013)

Boron-doped graphene (BG)
prepared through pyrolysis
of GO with H3BO3 in an
argon atmosphere at
900 �C

2-electrode 6 M KOH CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 172.5 96.5% (5000 cycles) [29] (2013)

BG prepared via the
reduction of GO by a
borane-tetrahydrofuran
adduct under reflux

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (20 mV · s−1) 200 95% (4500 cycles) [128] (2013)

The obtained graphene/AC nanosheet composite exhibits
a high capacitance and excellent cycling stability. Con-
tinuous carbon nanofibers (CNF) synthesized by electro-
spinning carry high connectivity for electron transport and
low electrical resistivity, and thus have attracted substantial
interest. Dong et al. synthesized carbon nanofiber/graphene
(CNF/G) composites by in situ electrospinning of poly-
mer nanofibers with a simultaneous spray of graphene
oxide through a final heat treatment.131 They noted that
the obtained CNF/G composite exhibited good specific

Fig. 27. Schematic illustration of the experimental steps in the prepara-
tion of porous graphene/AC nanosheet composites. Reproduced with per-
mission from [130], C. Zheng, et al., J. Power Sources 258, 290 (2014).
© 2014, Elsevier.

capacitance, because the freestanding CNF web acted as
a framework for supporting the graphene and helping to
prevent the agglomeration of graphene and to provide high
conductivity.
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) show very good properties

for SCs, such as high surface area, good electrical con-
ductivity and controlled pore size distribution. In the
fabrication of graphene electrodes with multiwalled and
single-walled carbon nanotubes, CNTs may be inserted
into the interlayer space of graphene nanosheets. This can
not only prevent agglomeration of the graphene sheets
and increase the electrolyte-accessible surface area, but
also reduce the internal electrical resistance. For example,
Zhang et al. developed a single-walled carbon nano-
tubes/graphene composite with a high specific capaci-
tance of 261 F · g−1.22 Shakir fabricated a multiwalled
CNTs-graphene hybrid film electrode using layer-by-layer
(LBL) assembly. The resulted hybrid film electrode raised
the energy density and power density as compared to
that of bare graphene electrodes.14 Jung et al. synthe-
sized a chemically linked graphene-CNT composite with
a lamellar structure via an amidation reaction. Because of
the enlarged interlayer spacing, the composite generated
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Table IX. Summary of SC performance for graphene/other carbon material composites.

Preparation method or active Electrode Measurement Maximum Capacitance
material of electrode configuration Electrolyte protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) retention Ref. (year)

Porous graphene/AC
composite via
hydrothermal
carbonization and
chemical activation with
KOH

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (100 mV · s−1) 210 94.7% (5000 cycles) [130] (2014)

Carbon nanofiber/graphene
composite by in situ
electrospinning and
spraying GO, followed by
heat treatment.

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (1 A ·g−1) 183 92% (4500 cycles) [131] (2013)

Graphene-single walled
carbon nanotubes hybrid

2-electrode Ionic liquid CV (190 mA ·g−1) 261 94% (10000 cycles) [22] (2013)

Multiwalled CNTs-graphene
hybrid film electrode
using LBL assembly

3-electrode 1 M LiClO4 CV (5 mV · s−1) 390 97% (25000 cycles) [14] (2014)

Chemically linked
graphene–CNT composite
by amidation reaction

2-electrode Organic electrolyte CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 165 F ·cm−3 – [31] (2013)

Porous carbon-graphene
material via chemical
process

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (0.5 A ·g−1) 213.3 95.4% (1000 cycles) [133] (2013)

Carbon aerogels-RGO
composite films by
directly blending

3-electrode 1 M KCl CV (5 mV · s−1) 157 – [132] (2013)

a high volumetric capacitance of 165 F · cm−3 for SCs
(Table IX).31

6. GRAPHENE-BASED TERNARY
COMPOSITES

From the above survey, we can see that each class of mate-
rials has its distinct advantages and disadvantages when
used for SCs. For example, carbon materials have high sta-
bility but come with low specific capacitance; while transi-
tion metal oxides and conducting polymers have relatively
high capacitance, but show relatively low mechanical sta-
bility and cycle life. The aforementioned graphene-based
binary composites have exhibited higher specific capac-
itance than the individual components alone due to the
synergistic effects. However, numerous studies show that
the capacitor performance may be further increased by
graphene-based ternary composites, such as graphene and
other carbon materials, metal oxides, conducting polymers,
as well as multicomponent composites.25�135�136

When integrating graphene with other carbon mate-
rials, metal oxides, conducting polymers, etc, the other
materials usually act as spacers to prevent the agglomer-
ation of graphene layers.1�135�137 A second motivation is
to provide more active sites for anchoring metal oxides
or conducting polymers. Park et al. synthesized Co3O4-
graphene-carbon black filler composites by ultrasonica-
tion and microwave-assisted methods.135 The carbon black

acted as a structural modifier forming conductive links
among layered graphene and Co3O4 particles. Kim et al.
fabricated a ternary hybrid based on MnO2 nanoneedles-
CNT-graphene sheets by using the direct paper dipping
method.137 CNTs intercalated between graphene layers
preventing the restacking of graphene sheets, and MnO2

nanoneedles formed on the outermost graphene layer max-
imizing the surface area, which improved the diffusion rate
of electrolyte ions and facilitated the pseudo-capacitive
reaction. Bai et al. preapred a rGO/CNT/NiO (GCN) com-
posite, using urea to control the hydrolysis of metal salts

Fig. 28. Schematic illustrations of the synthesis process of CNT/NiO
(CNO), RGO/NiO (GNO), and RGO/CNT/NiO (GCN) composite.
Reproduced with permission from [1], Y. Bai, et al., J. Mater. Chem. A
2, 3834 (2014). © 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Fig. 29. Schematic illustration for the preparation of ternary CGP
nanocomposites. Reproduced with permission from [140], P. Xiong,
et al., J. Power Sources 245, 937 (2014). © 2013, Elsevier B.V.

and reduce GO to rGO.1 CNTs inhibited the aggregation
of rGO/NiO and improved the electron transport. Bai et al.
ascribed this to the good conductivity of CNT (Fig. 28).
GCN composites exhibited highly enhanced electrochem-
ical performance.
Xu et al. prepared PANI-CNF-GO ternary composites

via in situ polymerization.16 The use of CNF drastically
reduced the stacking interactions between GO sheets by
delaminating them and opening pores into the CNF/GO
architecture by in situ facile deposition of PANI. These
authors inferred that the specific capacitance of the as-
synthesized 3D hierarchical architecture might be further
improved by reduction of GO before the deposition of
PANI.
For the graphene-metal oxides-conducting polymers

composites, the pseudo-capacitive contribution may be
maximized with redox-active metal oxides and conduct-
ing polymers, with electrochemical double layer capac-
itive (EDLC) contributions from graphene. Han et al.
prepared MnO2-PPy-rGO ternary composites with a

1. N doped graphene(NG) can increase the electrical conductivity
   of graphene;

2. Strengthenthe binding energy between NG and metaloxide;

3. Reinforce the adsorption of electrolyte ions on electrodesurface.

Maximizing the pseudo-capacitive
of metal oxide and CPs, and the

EDLC of graphene.

1. CNT et al. acts as spacer to prevent the
    agglomeration of graphene layers;

2. Provide more active sites for anchoring
    metal oxides or conducting polymers.

Graphene-heteroatoms - metal
oxides composite

Graphene-other carbon material-metal
oxides (or conducting polymers) composite

Graphene-metal oxides-
conducting polymers composite

Graphene-based binary
composite

Fig. 30. Summary of key points for graphene-based binary composite for SCs.

sandwich structure by a co-assembly approach.139 The
ternary composites exhibited excellent electrochemical
performance compared to the individual components
and their binary composites. The authors attributed the
superior capacitance performance to the synergetic con-
tribution of both conducting materials and the sand-
wich conductive network. Xiong et al. fabricated a
ternary cobalt ferrite/graphene/PANI nanocomposite.140

The authors ascribed the enhanced electrochemical per-
formance to the particular laying of its nanostructure
and synergistic effect between the individual components
(Fig. 29).
In addition to the options discussed above, the metal

oxides may be replaced by transition metals in the ternary
nanocomposites. Giri et al. prepared graphene/Co/PANI
composites by in situ oxidative polymerization of
aniline.141 They found that the incorporation of Co2+ ions
within the PANI backbone resulted in increased conduc-
tivity. They believe that the mechanism was a narrower
band gap which resulted in an increase of the specific
capacitance.
Heteroatom-doped graphene has also been used to

prepare composites with metal oxides to improve the
electrical conductivity. For instance, NG may increase
the electrical conductivity by introducing extra lone-pair
electrons which strengthens the binding energy between
NG and the metaloxide and reinforces the adsorption
of electrolyte ions at the electrode surface. Zhao et al.
synthesized nitrogen-doped graphene/Fe2O3 composites
by a hydrothermal method.136 The as-prepared compos-
ites show a better electrochemical performance than the
graphene/Fe2O3 composites, as more nucleation sites were
introduced by the nitrogen dopants (especially pyrrolic N)
(Fig. 30, Table X).
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Table X. Summary of SC performance for graphene-based ternary composites.

Preparation method or active Electrode Measurement Maximum Capacitance
material of electrode configuration Electrolyte protocol capacitance (F ·g−1) retention Ref. (year)

Co3O4-graphene-carbon
blacks composites by
ultrasonication and
microwave

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (10 mV · s−1) 314 89% (1000 cycles) [135] (2013)

MnO2 nanoneedles-CNT-
graphene sheets ternary
hybrid using the direct
paper dipping method

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (10 mV · s−1) 367.23 84.6% (1000 cycles) [137] (2014)

RGO/CNT/NiO composite,
using urea to control the
hydrolysis of metal salts
and reduce GO to RGO

3-electrode 2 M KOH CV (1 A ·g−1) 1180 95% (2000 cycles) [1] (2014)

Ni–Al LDH, CNT, and RGO
ternary nanocomposite by
one-step ethanol
solvothermal

3-electrode 6 M KOH 5 mA ·cm−2 1562 96.5% (1000 cycles) [17] (2013)

Layer by layer assembly of
ultrathin V2O5 anchored
MWCNTs and graphene
on textile fabrics

3-electrode LiClO4 CV (1 mV · s−1) 2590 97% (5000 cycles) [142] (2014)

RuO2 anchored graphene and
CNT hybrid Foam via
CVD and dip-coating

2-electrode 2 M Li2SO4 CV (10 mV · s−1) 502.78 106% (8100 cycles) [143] (2014)

PANI-CNF-GO ternary
composites via in situ
polymerization

2-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (10 mV · s−1) 450.2 90.2% (1000 cycles) [16] (2014)

MnO2 nanorods-PANI-GO
ternary composites

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (0.25 A ·g−1) 512 97% (5000 cycles) [18] (2014)

MnO2-PPy-graphene ternary
composites

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (0.25 A ·g−1) 404 91% (5000 cycles) [139] (2014)

Ternary cobalt
ferrite/graphene/PANI
nanocomposite

3-electrode 1 MKOH CV (1 mV · s−1) 1133.3 96% (5000 cycles) [140] (2014)

Growth vertically aligned
tunable PANI on
graphene/ZrO2

nanocomposites

3-electrode 1 M H2SO4 CV (1 mV · s−1) 1359.99 93.02% (1000 cycles) [144] (2014)

Graphene/Co/PANI
composites by in situ
oxidative polymerization
of aniline

3-electrode 6 M KOH CV (2 mV · s−1) 989 79% (1000 cycles) [141] (2013)

Nitrogen-doped
graphene/Fe2O3

composites by
hydrothermal method

3-electrode 1 M Na2SO4 CV (2 A ·g−1) 260.1 82.5% (1000 cycles) [136] (2014)

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
As presented above, combination of graphene with metal
oxides, conducting polymers, heteroatoms or other car-
bon materials is important in the preparation of high-
performance SCs. These binary or ternary composites
generate improved electrochemical properties as com-
pared to pristine graphene. Although much progress has
been made, the specific capacitance, cycle stability and
rate capability will still have to be further improved for

practical applications. Some critical issues remain for fur-
ther studies:
(1) Although synergistic strategies are emerging, exquisite
synthesis strategies are still needed, since the perfor-
mance of SCs is strongly influenced by the morphology
and microstructure of the electrode materials. Rational
design and synthesis of graphene-based composites with
a precise control of their compositions, morphologies and
hierarchical structures is of vital importance for high-
performance SCs.
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(2) The interaction mechanism between graphene and
other ingredients needs to be clarified. A great
many researchers attribute the outstanding properties
of graphene-based composites to the synergistic effects
among the components. However, because the contact
between graphene and other components is usually elec-
trostatic or physical adsorption in nature, the bonding force
is weak. This leads to poor conductivity and mechanical
stability of the electrode. Therefore it is still a challenge
to synthesize mechanically robust composites.
(3) The techniques for the preparation of electrodes with
graphene-based composites need to be further improved,
in particular, control of the thickness of electrode materi-
als, use of conducting substrates, and self-supporting elec-
trodes to replace binder and conductive adhesives. Further
research is urgently needed for the optimization of SC
performance.
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